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know what it was--but they called him Sadiyo (?). Boy, what I mean,
he really dressed like them hombres!

Boy, he was a little rough.

He didn't shave. He barries them forty-fives.
in there, but he just carries them.

They took that firing pin but--

the county (deputies or law officials).
fashioned, you know.

He ain't got. nothing

That's the kind.. He's old-

He always carried them.

Boy, he looks tough!

Wears cowboy (clothes) old--never was any laundry.
He was coming down the hill.
down the hill.

We was afraid of him.

Boy, he looks tough!
He was coming

You know right'across the creek from the Boone store

there?

You know where Miss Owens lives?

There's a house--their new

house.

He was coming down that hill--the road.

Houston looked up.

"Hey, Sadiyo's coming." And Isabel had one of them <pbinets--I don't
know what you call them, but you put clothes in there.

It had a little

bitty drawer on the top, and two of them on the bottom.

There was a

place where you could hang your clothes inside there, and shut it (a
wardrobe).

We didn't know where to hide.

the doors.

But Stecker said, "Hey, let's get in the cabinet."

We got way on top.

Of course we could have locked

He said, "Boost me up there."

"O.K."

Got way on top.

So I got in the middle and Houston got in the drawer.

He stand there.

Boy, he come to the door." (Makes sound of someone knocking frantically)
"Hey!" We don't answer.

(Knocks again)

know how long he was there.

I guess he left, you know.

"I believe I'll take a peek."
he come to the door.

I don't

Stecker said,

He pushed that door, you know.

Boy,

(Makes sound of someone knocking frantically.)

"Hey!" We don't answer.

(Knocks again.)

know how long he was there.
"1 believe I'll take a peek."

Finally he give up.

I don't

I guess he left, you know. 'Sl%^dker said,
He pushed that door, you "know.

I tell you, that thing start rocking.
over.)

Finally he give up.

Boy,

Pretty soon away it went!

(Fell

Boy, when that cabinet hit that floor, there was just a splat!

And it-had a mirror on one side, and-Ht had a few drawers, too, on tnis

